Staff Project Engineer

At a glance

Job description

Location:
Job ID:

342778

Execute Projects GCM class1&2 with respect to Direct materials(Substrate, L/F, Mold
Compound, DAF, Wire), value engineering and coming projects in Assembly/Test/Mark
Scan Pack.

Start date:

as soon as possible

Responsible for Engineering projects related to segment of NPI/Package transfer
,Change management value engineering, cost saving activities and new
equipment technology
Strong interpersonal skills to interface and coordinate with multiple stakeholder
to accomplish and meet projects milestone per site strategies
Setup relevant indicators and do periodic reviews to manage, control and govern
projects to ensure compliance to business processes and to continuously
improve overall project execution quality and speed
Derive and deploy improvement / change programs e.g. project management
systematics to strive to maximize value creation to project stakeholders and
create lasting success.
Responsible to deliver concise and precise information, proposal and moderate
decisions with stakeholders for high impact and complex project issues under
pressing situations.
Leadership role in people development . Responsible for developing PJM target
tree; hire, coach, train and certify base on the PJM career path structure and
principles.
Encourage open dialog with all interfaces including internal /external customers,
stakeholders, team members, and support functions to drive towards high
performing team. Able to improve team dynamics with proper communication
skills.

Profile
Bachelor’s degree or higher in Engineering, Industrial Engineering or related field
5-7 years’ experience in Project management, NPI Project management,
Industrial engineering
Familiar with Manufacturing processes of electronics industry or related filed is
preferable
Advance skills in MS Office (Word, Excel ,Power Point, Project)
Strong communication skills in both verbal and written (English)
Good interpersonal skills & able to interact effectively with various levels of
people.

Strong analytic work methodology, project management, and problem solving

Entry level: 5+ years
Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

Job ID:

342778

www.infineon.com/jobs

Contact
Pailee Pinyan

Strong analytic work methodology, project management, and problem solving
skills
Good working knowledge on Manufacturing Process and System

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.
We make life easier, safer and greener – with technology that achieves more, consumes
less and is accessible to everyone. Microelectronics from Infineon is the key to a better
future. Efficient use of energy, environmentally-friendly mobility and security in a
connected world – we solve some of the most critical challenges that our society faces
while taking a conscientious approach to the use of natural resources.

